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Abstract: This paper briefly summarizes the concept of radical imagination, urges legal
designers, advocates, and organizers to engage in radical imagination whenever
confronting problems of subordination, and suggests a practical, playful method for
doing so.
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1. Introduction
“We live in capitalism. Its power seems inescapable. So did the divine right of kings. Any
human power can be resisted and changed by human beings.” –Ursula Le Guin
Lawyers are not known for being imaginative, but the growing field of legal design may
change that. Many of us are realizing, or perhaps have known for ages, that the traditional
tools of our trade are woefully insufficient to address the massive inequalities created and
perpetuated by our laws. More and more, we are taking cues from disciplines that prize
creativity, expanding our lawyering skill sets and reimagining what it means to be an
advocate.
Still, as this theme track articulates, “existing approaches to legal design remain largely
affirmative, maintaining the status quo.” (DRS, 2021). Just a few years ago, anthropologist
Arturo Escobar made a similar observation about design as a whole, noting that “the
majority of design treatises still maintain a fundamental orientation that is technocratic and
market centered, and do not come close to questioning design’s capitalistic nature.”
(Escobar, 2017, p. 26). The fact is that imagination is not inherently opposed to, and indeed
flourishes within, oppressive realities. If legal designers seek to challenge these realities, we
will need to cultivate our radical imagination.
My goals for this paper are: to briefly summarize the concept of radical imagination; to urge
legal designers, advocates, and organizers to engage in radical imagination whenever
confronting problems of subordination; and to suggest a practical, playful method for doing
so.
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2. What is radical imagination?
Imagination is a familiar concept in the design world. Indeed, arguing that legal designers
should cultivate their imaginations would probably qualify as a tautology. But if we want to
advocate and design for liberatory worlds that look nothing like our current reality, unradical
imagination isn’t going to cut it.
Sociologist Justin Paulson observes that, far from being antithetical to imagination,
capitalism is “among the most imaginative and creative forms of social organization the
world has seen.” (Paulson, 2010, p. 34). He distinguishes radical imagination from the kind of
imagination we’re used to experiencing by comparing their proximities to the realm of the
plausible:
“If imagination begins with experience, unradical imagination never leaves it: when it
acts on the world, it changes it, but only into something already recognizable…. By
contrast, radical imagination negates experience, in whole or in part—which is to say,
it negates the necessity of experience, and suggests as possible that which feels at
some level inconceivable. It has to rupture the barrier of positivism, the artificial walls
that bound what is and is not ‘realistic.’" (Paulson, 2010, pp. 33–34).

In a conversation with scholar and activist Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor, Combahee River
Collective founding member Demita Frazier speaks to the oppressive effects of unradical
imagination, of dreaming within late-stage capitalist systems. She notes that dreams of
becoming rich and being treated like royalty, of “perpetuating and creating new little
kingdoms,” are the “dominant image” of Black success. (Taylor (Ed.), 2017, pp. 139–41). This
“aspirational crap,” as Frazier calls it (Taylor (Ed.), 2017, p. 139), is unrealistic in a different
way than radical dreams: our existing systems make visions of wealth unattainable for the
staggering majority of the people who hold them, thereby allowing a small few to
experience them as a banal reality. In the words of historian Robin Kelley, such dreams have
been “utterly coopted by the marketplace.” (Kelley, 2002, p. 10).
So what does radical imagination look like in contrast? The ReImagining Value Action Lab
(RiVAL) poetically describes it as “dreaming dangerously.” (RiVAL, n.d.). RiVAL co-director
Max Haiven and social movement researcher Alex Khasnabish argue that radical imagination
is a “collective process” not only of “dreaming of different futures,” but of “bringing those
possible futures ‘back’ to work on the present, to inspire action and new forms of solidarity
today.” (Haiven and Khasnabish, 2014, pp. 3–4). We might activate our radical imagination
by engaging in interdisciplinary and inter-movement dialogue, by creating art, or by telling
new stories about our past, present, and future. (Haiven and Khasnabish, 2014; Paulson,
2010).
In descriptions of radical imagination, three features stand out to me. First, radical
imagination is simultaneously destructive and generative. Legal scholar Richard Delgado
evokes this duality in the context of counternarratives, which have the power to destroy
dominant mindsets and to construct other possible worlds. (Delgado, 1989, p. 2413–15).
Radical imagination questions, threatens, “negates” existing power structures, (Paulson,
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2010, p. 34), and at the same time it gives rise to “something else,” to “what might be,”
(Khasnabish, 2019, p. 1720). This destruction and generation may be imaginary (at first), but
as Paulson points out, “imagination precedes change, at least change that's deliberate.”
(Paulson, 2010, p. 33). Sociologist Chandra Russo observes that, although “it may be easy to
dismiss [exercises in radical imagination] as gestural, ineffective, or fringe[,]…concrete
struggles for power in US society have often seemed to erupt suddenly after being incubated
within oppositional cultural practices and spaces of learning.” (Russo, 2021). So maybe
radical imagination is an oppositional incubator: it challenges our current conditions (“it
shouldn’t be like this”) and creates a portal to see beyond them, a space to nurture
alternative visions (“it could be like this instead”).

Figure 1. Radical imagination

Second, radical imagination is collective. Whatever we do to summon its power, we must do
it together, creating “shared landscapes” (Haiven and Khasnabish, 2014, p. 4) that both
negate our collective experiences and transform them into something entirely new.
Abolitionist organizer Mariame Kaba argues that this kind of collaboration is necessary to
transcend our individual experiences of oppressive systems:
“Our imagination of what a different world can be is limited. We are deeply entangled
in the very systems we are organizing to change…. We have all so thoroughly
internalized these logics of oppression that if oppression were to end tomorrow, we
would be likely to reproduce previous structures. Being intentionally in relation to one
another, a part of a collective, helps to not only imagine new worlds, but also to
imagine ourselves differently.” (Kaba, 2021).

Finally, radical imagination is playful, pleasurable, juicy. I’ve borrowed that last wonderful
word from Fraizer, who identifies the need to “get people to feel that socialism is a juicy
thing.” (Taylor (Ed.), 2017, p. 140). This juiciness is not particular to radical (versus unradical)
imagination, but it is particularly vital for radical endeavors. As Kelley laments, ‘[d]esire can
be crushed by so-called revolutionary ideology” just as easily as it can be suppressed by the
powers that be, and those of us fighting against oppression may too easily forget to enjoy
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“the ecstatic” nature of liberation. (Kelley, 2002, p. 15). Yet this ecstasy, this joy, is crucial for
building relationships of solidarity and sustaining liberatory work. (Gouge, 2015, p. 872).
Furthermore, humor and play are critical ingredients in radical imagination’s destructive
power: they can “pok[e] a hole through often-undiscussed but official versions of everyday
reality, exposing their contradictions and the arbitrary basis of their social power.” (Gouge,
2015, p. 862, quoting Paolucci and Richardson, 2011). When we dismiss the practice of
radical imagination as “utopian, idealistic, and romantic,” (Kelley, 2022, p. 10), when we take
ourselves too seriously, we deny ourselves and our movements the fuel we so desperately
need to sustain, spread, and intensify our work.

3. Why should liberatory legal designers engage in radical
imagination?
3.1 What is liberatory legal design?
Part of the purpose of this theme track is to “generate a shared language around what legal
design could be,” (DRS, 2021), so this seems like a good time to define the kind of legal
design I aspire to engage in. I’ve written elsewhere about my belief that legal design can be a
tool for supporting radical movements and challenging systems of oppression. (Pope and
Treni, 2021; Pope, forthcoming 2022). My own design practice is aimed at using design
methods to share legal knowledge with—and thereby shift power to—communities targeted
by and/or excluded from the legal system. (Pope and Treni, 2021). I have described this kind
of work as designing to dismantle, in contrast to designing to reform, existing systems.
(Pope, forthcoming 2022). But dismantling systems of subordination is only one piece of
radical social transformation: we need to create something new in their place, systems that
cultivate and sustain our liberation. So perhaps when we engage in creative legal problemsolving with the aim of radically remaking our world, we should call our work liberatory legal
design.

3.2 Why do we need radical imagination?
Liberatory legal design needs radical imagination for the same reason all liberatory
endeavors need it: we are inherently concerned with affecting massive social change to
create a better world. And as Paulson puts it, “[y]ou can't create something you can't
conceive of, at least not deliberately.” (Paulson, 2010, p. 33). But if, as Haiven and
Khasnabish argue, radical imagination is a collective process, (Haiven and Khasnabish, 2014),
then we can’t simply activate it once and move on. We will need to find ways to embed it in
our design work, creating moments and spaces to engage in reality-negating dialogue,
storytelling, reflection, and dreaming.
Because the nascent field of legal design is still largely affirmative of the status quo, (DRS,
2021)—as are our “parent” fields of law and design— those of us attempting to wield legal
design tools in opposition to subordination are likely surrounded by (and benefitting from)
people, institutions, and systems invested in suppressing and co-opting our radical
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endeavors. So even when we intend to use legal design for liberatory ends, and even when
we’re equipped with a great set of tools and resources to do so—committed partners,
strong community relationships, participatory design techniques, time, maybe even a bit of
money (wow!)—we may still find ourselves succumbing to what Angela Davis describes as
“the stultifying idea that nothing lies beyond.” (Davis, 2003, p. 20). The very knowledge that
gives our work meaning—that all of our struggles for liberation are inextricably
intertwined—may also overwhelm us. The systems we oppose are vast, so vast that our
work unfolds unavoidably within their shadow. At the same time, we are under constant
onslaught by an endless march of tiny tasks, ranging from mundane (answer those emails,
draft that motion) to critical for daily survival.
When I begin working on a legal design project, I usually have some ideas about how the
project might be connected to broader liberatory movements, because that is a criteria I
consider when choosing projects and partners. But even granted this luxury of intentionality,
I still often manage to lose sight of the bigger picture once we dive into the nitty gritty. This
is especially true when, as is so often the case, the project is aimed (at least in part) at
minimizing some ongoing, pressing harm. Without the collaborative, joyful, reality-negating
power of radical imagination, it is impossible to see beyond this harm that is so pervasive as
to become grotesquely mundane. But what if we could tell a different story about our world,
and contextualize our legal design work within that story?

4. How might we engage in radical imagination?
The fall of 2021 was my first semester facilitating the Creative Advocacy Lab, an experiential
course at the University of Utah’s S.J. Quinney College of Law. In collaboration with
community partners, students use creative tools—like design thinking, narrative, plain
language writing, and visual communication—to make legal information accessible to those
who need it. For our first-ever project, we partnered with a group of librarians and lawyers
to design a series of resources about debt collection lawsuits.
The more we learned about the problem of debt from our partners and other community
members, the more overwhelmed we became. Debt collection lawsuits in the United States
are extremely complex, and about 90% of defendants navigate them without an attorney.
(Pew, 2020). Advocates identified numerous challenging points in the process for selfrepresented litigants, most notably the very beginning of a lawsuit, when a defendant who
fails to properly answer a complaint against them will likely face a default judgment. This
poses a problem for anyone who cannot afford an attorney, but especially for Black
communities, against whom judges enter twice as many judgments. (Kiel, P., and Waldman,
A., 2015).
Clearly our complex debt collection proceedings favor collectors—sophisticated repeat
players in the legal system—over people being sued for debt. The Debt Collection Lab puts it
in stronger terms: “During the process of debt collection, individuals learn that they can be
treated as if they have no right to respect or to redress.” (Debt Collection Lab, 2021). The
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harm caused by this process is widespread, ongoing, and often devastating. But what about
the idea that human beings should not have to incur debt in the first place to meet their
basic needs? How do these debt collection proceedings fit into ongoing movements for
universal healthcare, housing, and education? In designing resources to explain debt, how
might we act in solidarity with these movements and encourage debtors to build collective
power? To even conceive of these questions as within the scope of our project, my students
and I would need to engage our radical imagination. Stephen Wexler’s “Practicing Law for
Poor People” offered us a jumping-off point for reimagining our roles as legal professionals
in effecting systemic change. (Wexler, 1970). Our democratically-drafted community
agreements set shared classroom norms that challenged law school defaults, creating our
own little microcosm of liberation. But one activity stands out to me as both an effective and
widely replicable method of tapping into radical imagination: creating collaborative visual
stories about our dream project outcomes.
First, I asked the students to brainstorm ideal outcomes of our project. I gave them five
minutes to write down every positive outcome they could think of. I encouraged them to
allow their thoughts to vary in terms of scope, scale, and feasibility. Individual outcomes (“A
person being sued for student debt uses our tool and learns how to answer their summons”)
could snowball into collective outcomes (“Emboldened by successes and armed with legal
knowledge, people organize to abolish student debt”) and systemic outcomes (“Education
becomes a guaranteed social good”). I told the students that their ideas should obey the
laws of physics, but that they were otherwise free to explore every potential outcome, no
matter how tenuously tied to our project, no matter how unrealistic. “Imagine if everything
that could go right does.”
Next, the students collaboratively created stories that began with our project and ended
with one of their ideal outcomes. After their five-minute individual brainstorm, they
convened in pairs. I asked them to share their ideal outcomes with each other and then
choose, or create, one outcome that resonated deeply with both members of the pair. I
encouraged them to dream big at this phase: “We want to tell a story of how we might, in
some small way, contribute to building a better world.” I then instructed them to create six
or seven sequential images telling the story of how we might get from our project to their
ideal outcome.
Finally, each pair of students shared their story with the broader group. I asked them to hold
up their images one at a time and describe what was happening in each one. We applauded
each story and basked for a moment in its hopeful glow. We wrapped up by discussing ways
we might push against the boundaries of our project and strive for our ideal outcomes, like
by including information in our resources about the injustice of debt, or by linking to
organizing efforts like the Debt Collective. For the rest of the semester, the products of this
exercise became shorthand for expanding our perspective and including radical goals in our
problem-solving: “How might we consider our dream outcomes?”
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Here is a story created by two of my students, Hannah Sakalla and Taylor Goldstein, both
members of the Class of 2023:

Figure 2. The first three panels of Sakalla and Goldstein’s storyboard: “[An] individual uses [our] tool
to solve their own debt issue. [They] return[] to [their] community kinder, less stressed.
[They] empower[] friends and family to solve their own debt issues.”

Figure 3. The next two panels of Sakalla and Goldstein’s storyboard: “Awareness spreads, more tools
are generated and the community begins to solve their own legal problems. People begin to
create their own alternative systems.”
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Figure 4. The next two panels of Sakalla and Goldstein’s storyboard: “Power shifts into the hands of
the people and resources are redistributed. Existing oppressive systems become obsolete
and replaced by new systems.”

Figure 5. The final panel of Sakalla and Goldstein’s storyboard: “Everyone can embrace their true
calling because survival in oppressive systems is no longer a burden.”
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Wow, that escalated quickly! With just the smallest bit of encouragement to “dream
dangerously,” (RiVAL, n.d.), the students blasted right out of our reality into a beautiful
alternate universe, one where “everyone can embrace their true calling because survival in
oppressive systems is no longer a burden.” (Figure 5). And then, they brought that dream
world “‘back’ to work on the present,” (Haiven and Khasnabish, 2014, p. 3), using visual
narrative to create a tether from a seemingly impossible future to the relatively realistic
possibility of one individual using our debt resource to avoid a debt judgment. (Figure 2).
This activity has the potential to invoke all three of the key features of radical imagination
that I identified in Part 2: destructive/generative, collective, and “juicy.” Participants first
generate a vision of an ideal alternative world, and then tell a story of its birth that
obliterates the supposed inevitability of existing power structures. They do this in pairs,
weaving their dreams together to produce collaborative visions, and then gifting these
“shared landscapes” to the wider group. And throughout it all, they giggle and guffaw and
groan. They cheer wildly for their classmates’ dreams. They see radical futures made “juicy”
by their own rushed, instinctual drawings, drawings cartoonist Lynda Barry calls “live wires”
because they capture the aliveness of the art we all made as children. (Barry, 2014, p. 31).
I think this activity has great potential to activate our radical imagination during liberatory
legal design projects, but it is important to note its limitations. This exercise is not a shortcut
for persuading people to adopt anti-oppressive political stances. Like virtually all of the tools
in a designer’s toolbox, it is not inherently radical. Indeed, I recently came across a nearly
identical activity in Gamestorming, a book that seems to be written for a corporate audience
and makes no discernible effort to push up against, much less negate, the experiences of
capitalism. (Gray et al., 2010). In the classroom, I try to create fertile ground for liberatory
dreaming in a number of ways: assigning texts by radical thinkers, flattening the classroom
hierarchy to cede more power to students, engaging in participatory community-building to
build trust and solidarity. In a traditional law school setting, the mere fact that we are being
silly and having fun feels subversive (yikes), which may act as a gateway to even more
dangerous dreaming. I also try to facilitate this activity after the discovery phase of a design
project, once we’ve gotten a more holistic picture of our design problem. By opening the
exercise with a recap of how our problem connects to an entire ecosystem of oppressive
conditions, I can tee up the idea that all of those conditions could be different.
This exercise is also not a replacement for engaging with, learning from, and working
alongside communities and organizations for whom radical imagination is a matter of
survival. Participatory, community-driven design—although it, too, is not automatically
liberatory (Beck, 2002)—is a crucial set of methods for ensuring that our legal design
endeavors do not simply consolidate our own power as lawyers and designers. (Pope and
Treni, 2021). Ideally, one would use this radical imagination activity as a co-design tool,
facilitating a space for people impacted by a legal problem to construct their own liberatory
realities. I haven’t managed to do this yet, but I hope you’ll join me in trying.
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Here’s what I think this exercise is, or can be. It is an opportunity to connect a project to
our broader goal of building a better world and to flesh that world out, make it more
tangible and desirable, juicier. It is a chance to “design in solidarity,” to “situate a legal
problem within broader collective movements against subordination.” (Pope,
forthcoming 2022). It is a space for playing, for experiencing the collective joy we need
to sustain and grow our liberatory work. Lawyers spend so much time asking what
might go wrong. What will happen when we ask what might go right?
Acknowledgements: I thank James Gray Pope for helping me hash out the early ideas
for this paper, Hannah Sakalla and Taylor Goldstein for contributing their “live wire”
illustrations, and all of the Creative Advocacy Lab students of Fall 2021 and Spring 2022
for dreaming with me.
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